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Abstract

 
 

Many parts of the world in which common infectious diseases are endemic also have the highest
prevalence of trace metal deficiencies or rising rates of trace metal pollution. Infectious diseases
can increase human susceptibility to adverse effects of metal exposure (at suboptimal or toxic
levels), and metal excess or deficiency can increase the incidence or severity of infectious
diseases. The co-clustering of major infectious diseases with trace metal deficiency or toxicity has
created a complex web of interactions with serious but poorly understood health repercussions, yet
has been largely overlooked in animal and human studies. This book focuses on the distribution,
trafficking, fate, and effects of trace metals in biological systems. Its goal is to enhance our
understanding of the relationships between homeostatic mechanisms of trace metals and the
pathogenesis of infectious diseases.

Drawing on expertise from a range of fields, the book offers a comprehensive review of current
knowledge on vertebrate metal-withholding mechanisms and the strategies employed by different
microbes to avoid starvation (or poisoning). Chapters summarize current, state-of-the-art
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techniques for investigating pathogen-metal interactions and highlight open question to guide
future research. The book makes clear that improving knowledge in this area will be instrumental
to the development of novel therapeutic measures against infectious diseases.
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